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AmberGO - a modern proven system that improves the passage through
motorway gates.
The gates on the AmberOne A1 Motorway ensure enforcement of the toll collection
system, changing only their character to automatic as the number of payment users
in the AmberGO system increases.
Furthermore, mixed gates, i.e. those that also support traditional payments, allow users
of the A1 Motorway who do not know or do not want to register in modern automatic
payment systems to pay tolls using traditional forms of payment with no need to change
the route in search of ticket sales points. In our opinion, this is a user-friendly solution.
Invariably, due to the fact that the passage through the gates using the AmberGO
system is 3 times faster than using traditional forms of payment, we encourage drivers
to use the AmberGO system. Such solutions are the future and a way to relieve
congestion at the gates.
At the end of November, 32% of transactions on the AmberOne A1 Motorway were
carried out using the AmberGO automatic payment system. And more than 815,350
vehicles are registered in the system. Traffic analyses clearly indicate that transactions
in the AmberGO system are 3 times faster than traditional payments. And the system
itself, with the growing interest of users, has a chance to relieve congestion at
motorway gates also during periods of increased traffic. It all depends on the number
of active users.
We would like to remind you that registration in the AmberGO system is extremely
intuitive. It requires only a few pieces of information, such as: basic user data, vehicle
registration number and payment card details or, in case of using banking applications,
indicate the account from which payments are to be taken. After registering in the
system, the user does not have to have the application on, what is more, he does not
even have to have a phone with him.
Currently, you can join the system by downloading our AmberOne application, using
other payment applications such as Autopay, iKO or Skycash or by selecting bank
applications of Bank Millennium, EnveloBank, PeoPay, Alior Mobile, Moje ING,
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Santander Bank, SGB Mobile, or by connecting LOTOS and ORLEN fleet cards in the
system.
We are constantly working on the expansion of the AmberGO system, which is why
GTC presented the National Tax Administration a convenient solution enabling e-Toll
users to travel AmberOne A1 Motorway using the AmberGO system.
AmberGO and you are going it is so easy!

